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1 Polymers in confined spaces 
When a polymer (made of N monomers of size α) is trapped in a space， whose characteristic 
size D is smaller than the natural polymer size in a bulk， R =αNZノ，the polymer is regarded 
as“confined". Confined chains show up in many situations ranging丘omindustrial problems to 
fundamental processes in biological cels. As a consequence， a lot of efforts have been taken to 
understand behaviours of confined polymers， which are much di旺erent仕omthose in a bulk. In 
the present report， we introduce the distinction between two qualitatively different confinement 
modes， which provides us a unified view on the nature of confined polymers 
2 Confinement modes 
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Figure 1: Drawings of the confined polymer. (Left) A linear polymer between p凶la抗te邸sa倒san 
example of the 1ωveαk c∞OI血
which is a simplest realization of the stγ仰on旬Lりgc∞onfinemerr凶1式tregime. In both figures， small circles 
represent “blobs" . 
A well-known approach to the confined polymer is based on the scaling argument. It claims 
that the confinement仕eeenergy is proportional to the chain length as a consequence of the 
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thermodynamic requirement. This simple statement has been commonly adopted in literatures. 
However， we claim that this is not always correct， which leads to the notion of weak and strong 
co凶 nements(Fig. 1). 
In the weαk confinement regime， the effect of the confinement is purely entropic， i.e.， the 
confinement just reduces the available number of chain conformations， and the conventional 
scaling argument works out. 
However， although not well recognized， polymers could be more and more compressed in 
some situations. Here， the main contribution to the co凶 nementfree energy is energetic (seg-
mental repulsions)， asa result of which， the confinement仕eeenergy shows unusual nonlinear 
dependence on the chain length. We define this confinement mode as strong confinement. From 
the local points of view， the strongly confined polymer resembles semidilute polymer solutions. 
This analogy allows us to obtain various static and dynamical properties of strongly confined 
polymers， which is expected to play important roles in both material and biological sciences. 
Which mode of the confinement is realized is in view of the balance between the connectivity of 
the polymer， inother words， the nature of branching characterized by sかcalled“spectraldimen-
sion" and the space dimension of the confining geometries. Detailed discussions and comparisons 
with experiments as well as some future suggestions are available in re島rences[l，2]. 
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